We prcsent a study of the electrodynamic behavior of concentrated suspensions of spherical polyelectrolyte brushcs (SPBs). The dynamic mobility of the SPBs exhibits giant values. Concomitantly, . the dielectric spectra of suspensions of these particlcs display enormous loss peaks in the kHz frequency range. The strong dielectric relaxation is a direct consequence of the inhomogeneity of the counterion distribution inside the polyelectrolyte layer. As can be concluded from the experimentally determined relaxation frequency, the mobility of mono valent counterions is strongly diminished in the brush region. The dynamic behavior ofthe SPBs at high volume fractions can be explained by the assumption that the polyelectrolyte chains deform when particlcs approach each other.
In the last few years there has been increasing interest in the analysis of the structure and behavior of soft particles, constituted by a hard core and a polymer shell, either charged or not. Polyelectrolyte layers are often used for stabilizing nanoparticles in high ionic strength environments' or to provide them with a biodegradable or biocompatible coating, wh ich in addition might load arid release drugs or other therapeutic agents with biomedical applications in mind. Also, ordinary latex particles usually dangle tenninating chains at the surface.' Understanding the structure and behavior of polyelectrolyte chains in these environments is essential in designing the final device. Spherical polyelectrolyte brushes (SPBs) constitute an important example of such particles. The SPB consists of asolid core onto which a layer of polyelectrolyte chains is densely grafted.
3 F ig. I shows the structure of the SPB in a schematic fashion. For salt-free or low-salt solutions, the osmotic press ure of the confined counterions pi'oduced by the dissociation of the polyelectrolyte charged groups leads to stretching of the chains. If the ionic strength is raised, the balance of the osmotic pressure inside and outside the brush layer provokes a shrinking of the polyelectrolyte chains. 4 Infonnation on the structure and dynamics of soft particles can be obtained by analyzing the effect of external electric fields on SPBs, using for instance electrokinetic techniques Iike electrophoresis. s A 3 , where indirect proofs of the structural changes experienced by SPBs when the ionic composition of the medium is modified, 'were obtained by means of electrophoretic mobility detenninations. These authors provided strong evidence of the behavior of the SPBs as rigid colloids rather than soft particles in the presence of Eu 3 + counterions. This is a consequence of the suppression of electro-osmosis in the polyelectrolyte brush because of the strong binding of the multivalent counterions to the polymer chains.
In the case of monovalent counterions, although the ionic mobility can be reduced, electro-osmotic f10ws cannot be fully neglected as with trivalent ions,3 this fact giving a primary role to the dynamics of ions in the brush. As c1assical electrokinetics tell us, S since electroosmosis and e1ectrophoresis have the same origin, they are coupled phenomena. The velocity of the electro-osmotic f10w far from the particle in a reference frame sitting on it is equal and opposite to the electrophoretic velocity of the particle in the laboratory reference frame. This means that increasing, for instance, the concentration of free counterions in the polymer brush, will lead to an enhanced electro-osmosis and, hence, a larger electrophoretic velocity.
Here we examine the dynamic mobility of the SPBs, that is, the electrophoretic mobility in alternating fields. We measured the dynamic mobility for particle concentrations up to 7 wt% to consider the situation of highly concentrated suspensions, which in turn are the The po lystyrene co re of radius Re = 50 nm consists of po lystyrene (PS) and a thin layer of photoinitiator, onlO which poly(styrene sulfonate) chains are densely graf ted (a = 0.1 nm ' ). L (= 169 and 143 nm in water and 0.5 mM NaCI solution , respectively) denotes the thickness of the brush shell and Rh the hydrodynamic radius of the SPB (dashed line).
ones most often used in practical situations. Therefore, the recently developed electrokinetic sonic amplitude (ESA) method was used, which is particularly suitable for the electrokinetic analysis of concentrated suspensions. 6 The dynarnic mobility can be obtained from the electroacoustic signal if the density contrast between the particles and the dispersion medium is known, as weil as the volume fraction of solids. For SPBs the issue is to properly estimate their density. In this work, an average density was calculated by dividing the total mass of the PS core and the polystyrene sulfonate chains by the volume of a sphere of radius Rh (Fig. I) .
We found an intriguingly high dynamic mobility of SPBs around -11 x 10-8 m 2 V -I S-I (Fig. 2) . It is also worthwhile to consider the increasing effect of the particle concentration, which cannot be explained with current models developed for either dilute ' -9 or concentrated colloidal suspensions. 10 A previous evaluation of U e by standard optical methods in the dilute regime (volume fraction 0.1 %) and a constant electric field showed much lower values (-4.4 x IO-s m 2 V I S-I for an ionic strength of I = 0.5 mM). An increase of the mobility with the particle concentration was also observed in different experimental conditions with a non-fixed surface charge l l or salt free suspensions. 12 In these cases, such an increase obeys most likely changes in the particle surface charge due to competitive nonionic and anionic surfactants," or the balance between released and added counterions as the solids volUlne fraction is changed. 12 For the sake of comparison, Fig. 2 also includes the dynamic mobility of suspensions of polystyrene particles (PS50) with approximately the same size as the core of the SPBs. Note that the mobility of the bare particles is much smaller, for the same frequency range, than that of the SPBs, and almost unaffected by the particle concentration. The above mentioned mobility value is on the same order of bare latex particles results (see for example rer. 13) and for particles with a hairy layer, either neutral" or charged. mobilities are around 7 x 10 8 m 2 V I S I in absolute value, even in the case of DNA and other polyelectrolyte molecules, much smaller than the SPBs here examined. 11 On the other hand, eurrent models for hard colloidal particles tell us that there is a maximum value that cannot be surpassed whatever the charge of the particle or the salt content. ' This maximum is explained by the balance between the electric force due to the external field and that of the dipolar fields genera ted by the disturbed ionic atmosphere.
That the mobility of polyelectrolyte-coated particles can be larger than that of bare ones with comparable geometry was a lready found by Hili et al. 9 in those cases in which the charge of the coating is high and so is its permeability. The latter two conditions are very likely fulfilled by our polymer brushes, but the dc mobility that we find is not that large. This means that the high dynamic mobility must be explained by other reasons, not just the existence of the charged hairy layer.
T he large difference between hard particles and SPB results points to the existence of non-negligible electro-osmotic flows in the polyelectrolyte brush, produced by mobile counterions in it. This is compatible with previous results showing that although the mobility of monovalent counterions inside the brush layer can be diminished as compared to free ions, it can lead to fluid flows in the presence of applied fields.'·18
In order to obtain infonnation about the dynamics of ions inside the brush layer, we performed another series of experiments aimed at the determination of the frequency spectrum of the electric permittivity of SPB suspensions. For the experimental evaluation, we put the sampie in a thermostatted conductivity cell between two platinized platinum electrodes connected to the four terminal impedance analyzer HP4284A (Hewlett Packard, USA) with which the complex impedance is obtained. Details of the method can be found in rer. 19 . The applied electric field in these measurements is around 10 V rn-I, much lower than that required to . form particle chains through dipole-dipole interaction. T hen, the logarithmic derivative method 20 was used to obtain the electric permittivity spectra. This is one of the existing techniques for reducing or eliminating the parasitic effects associated with electrode polarization at low frequeney, and it has been shown to yield data quality comparable to that achieved with four-electrode cells. In Fig. 3 we have plotted both the real (e') and imaginary (e") parts of the relative permittivity as a function of frequency for SPB suspensions at a concentration of 4 wt%. The observed relaxation in F ig. 3 is unexpectedly huge and slow as compared to the permittivity spectra of rigid latex particles with a size similar to that of the core of the SPB (PS50 in Fig. 3 ) and to that of the whole SPB (pS 168). The results on bare particles are similar to those found in literature. '3 It is also enormous as compared with the decay observed for polyelectrolyte solutions,21 wh ich never amounts to more than a few tens.
It may be recalled that the electrokinetic properties depend on the charge distribution at the interface, which typicallY 'is distorted with respect to its equilibrium conformation. When applying an ac field to a charged colloidal particle in solution, inhomogeneous fluxes are genera ted, which, in turn, build up an accumulation of free counterions on one side of the particle and adepietion on the other side. inside the double layer) lag behind the field and manifest as a large low-frequency electric permittivity. Above a characteristic frequency in the kHz range, concentration gradients cannot occur and the permittivity is greatly reduced. The phenomenon is known as arelaxation of the permittivity and its characteristic frequency is given by the time required for the ionic diffusion through distances of the order of the SPB size. In the brush layer, free counterions contribute to this relaxation, whereas condensed counterions fluctuate along the polyelectrolyte chains contributing to an enhanced electric dipole.
."
These fluctuations relax also in the kHz range and overlap the arelaxation. However, the condensed counterion relaxation is far smaller than the a-relaxation and can be neglected. Furthermore, the amplitude of the relaxation is larger for the case of SPBs than for the polystyrene spheres (PS 168) and polyelectrolyte solutions. 21 • 24 It could be argued that this is a consequence of the possibly different va lues of the charges in both types of partieles. However, the large difference between rigid and soft partic1es results can be ascribed to the presence of a volume distributed charge in the case of soft partieles. In fact, for rigid partieles with whatever surface charge density, there is a limiting value of the a-relaxation amplitude given by:5.22
Oe being the amplitude of the a -relaxation, em the relative electric permittivity of the solution, K the inverse of the Debye length and r/I the partiele concentration. In this case, eqn (1) gives Oe = 170, far smaller than the experimental results. Moreover, if no effect of the soft layer were expected, the characteristic a-relaxation frequencies should be very similar in SPB and PSI68 suspensions. It must be considered that the characteristic time 1: of the relaxation does not depend on the partiele charge. In fact, 1: is the diffusion time of ions in distances of the order of the partiele size Rh, that is, 1: ::::: RT/2D, D being the ionic diffusion coefficient. Thus the large difference in both the amplitude and relaxation time scales for the SPB and PSI68 3760 sam pies shown in Fig. 3 again elearly demonstrates the importance of the structure of the electromigratory fluxes inside the polyelectrolyte layer on the formation of the induced dipole.
From the dimensions of the core and the coating (Fig. I) , one can estimate that the effective volume fraction of the SPBs equals one for a critical mass fraction (CMF) of 2.8 wt%.25 This must be taken as an estimation based on the assumption of rigid chains, a nd the actual value may somewhat different, since coating can deform and change the volume embraced by every partiele. In Fig. 4 we explore the relative permittivity (imaginary part) of SPB suspensions above and below the CMF. As observed, the maximum in e" increases and shifts to higher frequencies when the concentration is raised, a behavior not found in the case of rigid particles (data not shown). It must be noted that in the case of graf ted polyelectrolyte with homogeneous segment distribution, the concentration polarization must be restricted to the region outside the soft layer. As a consequence, the a-relaxation should be absent for partiele concentrations above the CMF because of the elose contact between neighbour brushes leaving no free volume for the concentration polarization. In fact, calculations using the model delineated in ref. 10 confirm this statement: when approaching the CMF the amplitude of the a-relaxation decays to zero.
We must consider the necessity of taking into account the r-dependence of the chain density in the polyelectrolyte brush. Such an idea has been developed for dilute suspensions;·2<> but no such huge electric permittivity values were predicted. On the other hand, a cell model was used in ref. 10 to numerically solve the electrokinetic equations for a concentrated suspension of particles with a homogeneous soft layer. These equations are the elassical ones modified in order to take into account the non-zero charge density inside the polymer brush (characterized by Q, the polymer charge plus condensed counterion charge) in the Poisson equation and an additional Stokes-like term in the Navier-Stokes equation, that accounts für the additional drag force exerted by the polyelectrolyte chains on the interstitial fluid. This last term is calculated with the Debye- Bueche model,· that is, the chain behaves as a homogeneous group of resistance centers characterized by the parameter ;. = .;:rr;i, 8.to where'Y is the friction coefficient, and 71 is the fluid viscosity. Ais, in turn, the inverse of the Brinkman screening length I. The model in ref.
10 is now completed by considering that the segment density of the polyelectrolyte layer (Fig. I ) must vary as r 2 (ref. 27 ). This affects both the volume charge density distribution around the particle and the Brinkman length. In the present study, the theoretical mobility and dielectric spectra of concentrated SPB suspensions have been calculated using Q and ;. as the only fitting parameters.
For low to moderate volume fractions of soft particles, this model does indeed lead to a very good agreement with the experimental data on u., O e and " (see Fig. 2 and the insets in Fig. 4) , although the characteristic frequency of the relaxation is somewhat overestimated, a fact that will be considered below.·For the theoretical curves, the used parameters are, besides the geometrical characteristics, the ones detailed in the caption of Fig. 2 . The free counterion charge density that we obtain is a 35% fraction of the total charge, and this corresponds to a Manning parameter ~M = 3,21 very near to the theoretical one ~M = IZpZ dlslb :::: 2.5 (Zpli are the valencies of the charged group in the chain/counterions, I B is the Bjerrum length and b is the separation between two neighbor fixed charge sites in the polyelectrolyte chain). Also, we used a Brinkman screening length on the particle surface, 1= ;,-1 = 0.5 nm, of the same order of the I nm theoretical value?" -The presented modification of our theory is enough to capture the essential features of the dielectric dispersion in these systems: because the charge is not homogeneously distributed in the SPB, the concentration polarization takes place inside the polyelectrolyte brush and hence, the a-relaxation is observable even above the CMF. In addition, the large charge of the polyelectrolyte layer, leading to intense diffusion fluxes when an external electric field is applied, explains the anomalously large relaxation amplitudes characteristic of SPB suspensions.
The second piece of information concerns the dynamics of the counterions inside the soft layer. If no effect of the soft layer on the counterion dynamics is considered, the resulting characteristic time should be smaller than the experimental value ( Fig. 3 and 4) . This suggests that free counterions must be slowed down by the polyelectrolyte chains, which hence act as drag centers not only for the liquid, but also for the ions. The necessary reduction in the diffusion coefficient of ions can be estimated from the relation between the characteristic frequencies of SPB and PS50 suspensions in Fig. 3 . Since these frequencies are proportional to the diffusion coefficient, 22 we can estimate that the latter is reduced by a factor of 1.5 in the soft layer. Similar findings for the reduced mobility of monovalent ions inside brush layers have been described in ref. 4 and 18.
The large variation of" with the particle concentration (Fig. 4) is associated with the interaction between particles. There is a controversy in the literature about how the brush layers interact. While some studies 29 find that brushes from different surfaces are compressed without interpenetration, others,30 based on experimental data on small angle neutron scattering, report that the corona layers interdigitize once the volume fraction exceeds some critical value. However, cryo-TEM observations by Willemann et al. 27 have shown that the brush layer tends to shrink and deform. This agrees with our permittivity data in Fig. 4 . Above the CMF, the shrinking of the SPBs in contact will increase the polyelectrolyte segment density and thus the local concentration of counterions. Hence, both the characteristic dimension of the concentration polarization and the relaxation time are reduced, as observed in Fig. 4 .
When the particle concentration is increased above the CMF, two effects are superimposed. On the one hand, the diffusion distance is controlled by the distance between particles and hence the diffusion time is shorter the larger the concentration iso On the other hand, compression of the polyelectrolyte layer above the CMF leads to an increased segment density. Hence, the counterion mobility is reduced, leading to a subsequent increase of the characteristic time. Below the CMF only the first effect is present, but above the CMF the second effect partially counterbalances the first one. This could be the reason for the change in tendency of r when the volume fraction increases above 4.5% approximately (inset in Fig. 4) .
The dynamic mobilities in Fig. 2 can now be explained with the same picture. Upon cOinpression and shrinking of the brush layers above the CMF, the counterion concentration in the vicinity of the particles will be increased. Therefore electro-osmotic flows will develop in a highly charged region. As a consequence, liquid transport will be enhanced, and so will the mobility of the particles, when the volume fraction is raised.
In conclusion, information on the distribution and the dynamics of counterions inside a graf ted polyelectrolyte brush layer can be obtained by analyzing data on the dynamic mobility and the lowfrequency dielectric spectrum of concentrated SPB solutions. We have observed that the behavior of spherical polyelectrolyte brushes largely deviates, both quantitatively and qualitatively, from that of hard spheres and polyelectrolyte solutions. SPB suspensions exhibit unusually large values of both the dynamic mobility and the dielectric permittivity, which increase with particle concentration. Thus, highly concentrated suspensions of SPBs cannot be reduced to equivalent hard spheres with a weil defined slip plane, and their behavior cannot be extrapolated from that of dilute systems. Also, we have shown that the experimental results are a direct demonstration of the slowing down effect of the polyelectrolyte chains on the ionic diffusivities, and of the important role of the non-homogeneous polyelectrolyte charge density inside this layer. The results presented do not contradict the hypothesis based on cryo-TEM observations that the brush layers shrink when the particles approach each other at high volume fractions.
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